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Hey Andrew, this is a fantastic, uncanny pop song that immediately charged my brain up with a surreal tale
about scorned love, misplaced identity, family values, home invasion and reptiles.
Im interested in the aftermath of the character that I think you are singing about. So picture this: Its many years
down the line and as you say “What’s gone is gone”...

STORY

A tearful bride goes on a rampage inside her suburban are never in focus and are always slightly out frame.
home. She has on a veil of running mascara and wears Andrew sings to the camera while standing in line at a
buffet, riding bumper cars, on a family bike trip, playing
a resplendent white wedding dress
mini golf, sharing popcorn at the movies. He is smug.
She rips up pictures of Andrew Keoghan, shreds his Back inside the wrecked suburban home, the bride lies
clothes in a garbage disposal and burns furniture in a in a pile of domestic debris, smoking a cigarette.
bonfire. A chainsaw and sledgehammer redefine the
A station wagon pulls into the driveway and the car
homes tasteful interior design.
headlights panic the bride. She flees, running out a
Our bride punches a mirror, and we focus in on a dag- back door.
ger-like shard that she picks up.
Andrew carries a sleeping child from the car. A woman
This demolition sequence is intercut with glossy mo- and small boy follow behind, they all laugh. In a quick
ments that we glimpse from the torn up photographs: succession we revisit the locations in the torn photoAndrew Keoghan, the consummate family man, in graphs, revealing that Andrew has actually been with
happier times with a family. On camera the ‘family’ the same happy nuclear family this whole time!

The family enter the home and are shocked when they Slowly the lizard fades away, its last dying breath is a
survey the extreme damage. Andrew comforts his wife whisper that devastates everyone.
and then a sound from upstairs distracts them, the little
boy races upstairs.
We cut to a full moon and pan down to a late night gas
station, we see the bride drinking a big cheap orange
In a pool of thick blood on the bathroom floor lies a soda. She is looking out of the service station window
large anthropomorphic reptile mascot. A shard of mir- at the forecourt.
ror sticks out of its stomach.
Her grip tightens on the napkin she holds. She watchThe young boy is on his knees crying beside it. The es a car pull away, inside the vehicle a young family
lizard creature looks up at the family, breathing heavily. laugh, the little girl asleep against the shoulder of a
large purple lizard that staring at us.
The lizard puts its hand out and the family hold it.

WHAT
I wanted to take the ‘woman scorned’ trope, use
it as a red herring and fool the audience, let them
think for a second that they already know what
the outcome and direction of the video is going
to be. The audience is on the side of the bride
as we project our hatred onto Andrew: what did
that bastard do to her?!

The ‘perfect home’ demolition sequence would
be a cathartic answer to this, a video in and of
itself: a sense of thrill is felt as we take a chainsaw to a matching lounge suite, knock the knick
knacks from a mantlepiece, sledgehammer an
entertainment centre and torch all kinds of domestic symbols.

The lyrics would have a stinging poignancy as if I like playing with audience biases, we hook
they were warnings in hindsight. A life now long people into this drama and then pull the rug out
from under them. When they see that Andrew is
gone.
actually a genuine nice guy and that they have
So what did Andrew do to her? Maybe these been fooled, the audience will realise that the
clues are in the photos themselves and as we bride is not only a mystery - but she’s dangervisit the scenes of innocent bliss, where he ous. There is foreshadowing earlier with the
smugly sings, we start to infer perhaps that ‘mirror shard’. The bride is psycho. Is the family
Andrew has been a distant husband, not in danger?
successfully present in the life of his family.
After you fool people, you need to fool them
And now? Is it the case that our bride has come again immediately: thats when we throw in the
to a realisation about Andrew, maybe he’s lizard.
cheated on her or eloped to another family?

A WORD ON ANTHROPOMORPHIC-FAMILY-REPTILE-MASCOTS
Don’t explain. Simply keep this an elusive mystery.
People will keep asking themselves where the hell
this lizard character comes from and who is this psycho-bride, and what’s her beef with anthropomorphic
reptile puppets? Maybe its the true meaning of the
song?!

sometimes anthropomorphic family mascots die... and
noone ever hears about the more tragic and horrible
deaths these puppets ever face.

I want to be clear on the look. I am not thinking ‘furry
puppet’ or CGI. I am thinking something organic, with
an actual heaving chest that you can sense blood and
I like that we crack open this strange world and then guts pulsing beneath.
just as quickly leave everything unanswered.
We can achieve this with a combination of practical
Between us: this character comes from the back of effects, prosthetics and puppetry. Below are attached
my brain, inhabited by 80’s and 90’s sitcoms, a world pictures from the artists Charlie White and Patricia Picwhere Alf and Dinosaurs co-existed with canned cinini that reference the kind of feeling I am trying to
laughter and bad plots. Why not drop our own creation create with this creature: domestic horror manifested
into this world? And we won’t hold back on the kind of externally but accepted.
intense drama usually spared from this simple world:

SO...
In short: this video needs to be made. The song has fused itself psychically with the story I have just told, and
the heavens will rain plagues down on mankind if we ignore the sanctity of this union.
Don’t bring a plague down on mankind Andrew!
Let me help you help the world: lets make this crazy video and smash up a lounge…
Thanks, Damian

